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ABSTRACT

Use of computers as an educational tool has risen significantly in higher education. A 2007 study by Educause shows that students are engaged in the use of technology for the purpose of learning. According to the study the majority of students liked learning through Internet searches, video games and simulations—all tools used in courses engaged with innovative learning. But many courses still use the book as the primary learning tool. This exploratory study compares attitudes between books and computers as learning tools by using data from 2007 through 2009 and collecting data across majors and across different program types. The results find that despite the continued growth in online learning technologies and other supplemental digital learning environments, student attitudes towards books and computers, as measured by separate but matched scales, were basically equal; even though experience of the two media varied considerably based on the type of program enrollment.
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INTRODUCTION

The use of computers has become an integral part of education; its reputation as being a tool for the innovative learning environment as well as its impact on teaching and learning is widely accepted (Teo et al 2008, Mitra et al, 2000). The successful integration of computers in educational environments depends, to a great extent, on students' attitudes towards them (Garland and Noyes, 2005, Palaigeorgiou at al 2005). Computer attitude is been defined as “a person's general evaluation or feeling of favor or antipathy towards computer technologies and specific computer-related activities” (Smith, Caputi & Rawstone, 2000). Several variables have been associated with computer attitude including but not limited to user confidence, perceived importance of the computer, perceived usefulness of the computer and ease of use of the computer, Woodrow (1994). These variables tend to measure people’s attitudes in general. For faculty, an additional desired goal may be for students to perceive the use of the computer as an educational tool or a tool for learning, much the same way books are perceived (Garland and Noyes 2005).

While there have been previous studies on student attitudes towards computers and books, there have not been a major study comparing attitudes across learning environments. The two most recent related studies on students and technology were conducted in 2007 by Salawar, which focused primarily on the use of technology; and in 2005 by Garland el al which compared attitudes towards computers and books as an educational tool. Salawar et al (2007) produced a study for Educause that showed the tremendous growth in the ownership of technology by students as well as their perceptions of use of computers as a learning tool. They found that 60.9% of students felt that using computers improved their learning (Salawar et al, 2007). They also found that almost 99% of students owned some type of computer (laptop, desktop, smartphone) and used it for learning even if it was as limited as participating in an online discussion forum on Facebook or searching the Internet for information. These studies indicate the tremendous growth in the use of computers and technology and education leaving one to consider that perhaps computer-based learning material has gradually challenged the supremacy or even necessity of books in education. Thus, it appears a logical step to consider attitudes towards computers and books rather than computers in isolation. A search of the attitudes
literature indicates limited research comparing books and computers as learning tools despite the fact that many faculty members still use books as a primary tool for learning in higher education. Garland and Noyes measured confidence by asking participants to indicate their level of confidence on eight different computer-related tasks, e.g., using a computer to type a letter. They found that 'computer confidence positively affected computer attitudes' in a large group of primary level students (2005).

Research prior to the Garland and Noyes study found small to moderate relationships between computer confidence and computer attitudes (e.g., Smith, Caputi, Crittenden, Jayasuriya & Rawstorne, 1999) and between experience, use, and confidence levels (e.g., Levine & Donitsa-Schmidt, 1998). The Garland and Noyes study found that though students rated computers high as a learning tool, the difference was not significant from that of books as a learning tool. In a 2007 study, Garland and Noyes found that the reason for this preference for books within the undergraduate population was more respondents expected to learn more from books than computer-based material, and preferred to learn from books than computers. Reasons for these preferences included practical usability issues, media-related usability, experience and aesthetic values. However, the Garland and Noyes study was limited to psychology students for whom a preference might be to reference books or limited accessible material online.

Therefore, this study examines a wider range of students to achieve several goals and adds to the learning literature in the following ways. First, the data is collected across disciplines and focuses on three learning environments: online only programs, technology intensive campuses (e.g., highly wired/high technology-use campuses or in the specific program of study), and low technology campuses (low wired/low technology-use campuses or in the specific program of study). The definitions of the types of campus were based on the 2005 PC Magazine study of most wired campuses (Rhey 2006). Secondly it is a multiyear study comparing data from 2007 through 2009. However, the study remains exploratory in that although the number of respondents overall is significant at a 95% confidence level for all students enrolled, the individual breakdowns by semester and learning types are not. Thus the results can not necessarily be generalized. Since the data was collected using an online survey instrument, the data may also be biased towards heavier computer users although that data was collected and not supported by the responses.

The primary goal of this study was to compare the attitudes toward books versus computers as learning tools of students in the three types of educational environments over a three year period. The associations between attitude, confidence and experience as reported in the literature suggest that different student cohorts will vary in their approach and use of computers for learning. This in turn could be expected to lead to differences in performance outcomes. (Garland 2005).

**METHODOLOGY**

**Design and participants**
A total of 7,518 unpaid volunteers participated in the questionnaire survey. The participants by years and type of learning environment are shown in Table 1: *Participants by Learning Environment and Semester*. Although schools were targeted based on their ranking in the PC Magazine ratings of most wired schools, participants were asked to classify their enrollment in
their particular program as online only, hybrid (online and face-to-face mix), and face-to-face only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Online</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th>Face-to-Face</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>751</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>1128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>1299</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>2952</td>
<td>978</td>
<td>4406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>5002</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>7518</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Participants by Learning Environment and Year

The questionnaire was given electronically using the surveymonkey.com online survey tool although students received both written and verbal explanations of the purpose of the survey and the response format. Random students were selected from campuses based on the two online only program campuses, two highly wired campuses and two low wired campuses. Students were asked to complete the Books and Computers Questionnaire (BAC) developed by Garland and Noyes (2004). The instrument was developed from an earlier instrument by Levine & Donitsa-Schmidt (1998) to examine both book and computer attitudes. Four questions based on subjectivity of interpretation were eliminated leaving sixteen matched questions. Prior use of the scale (see, Garland & Noyes, 2004 and 2005) had demonstrated a reasonable level of reliability. Following the Garland and Noyes study, the responses for the 16 questions provided were in the form of a 5-point Likert scale (from 'strongly agree' to 'strongly disagree'). Negative attitudes were reversed for scoring purposes.

Hypotheses
Because the literature suggests that there students still preferred books to computers for learning, the hypotheses for each group was established as:

H1. Students in online programs would have no differences in attitude towards computers than books.

H2. Students in hybrid programs would have no differences in attitude towards computers than books.

H3. Students in face-to-face programs would have no differences in attitude towards books than computers.

The approach allows for t-testing with two-tailed significance. The results are reported in the next section.

Data Analyses
All statistical analyses are reported with two-tailed levels of significance, and with alpha set at 0.05. The first step was to develop a composite score for computer attitudes and for book attitudes. The minimum for each attitude was 16 and the maximum was 80. Since the scale was 1 for strongly agree and 5 for strong disagree, a lower score represents a more positive attitude.

The analysis was to compare the means by program type, e.g., online, hybrid, and face-to-face. Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4 show the results for the programs. As shown in the tables, online only participants had the most positive attitude scores for both books and computers but hybrid students were the only ones that rated computers higher than books. Only hybrid had a significant correlation between the two means but there were no significant differences between the mean differences. Online program participants had computer and book attitudes lower than that of hybrids, and hybrids were lower than the face-to-face students. So although within groups there is no significant difference, there is an improvement in perceived benefits based on program type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Program</th>
<th>Variable Comparisons</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online Only</td>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>26.89</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>3.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>26.65</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>3.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>34.54</td>
<td>5002</td>
<td>7.386</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>34.60</td>
<td>5002</td>
<td>7.378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-to-Face</td>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>39.14</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>4.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Book</td>
<td>39.05</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>4.975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Paired Sample Statistics by Program Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Program</th>
<th>Paired Variables</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Online Only</td>
<td>Computer &amp; Book</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>Computer &amp; Book</td>
<td>5002</td>
<td>.644</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Computer &amp; Book</td>
<td>1693</td>
<td>-.008</td>
<td>.745</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Paired Sample Correlations by Program Type
### RESULTS

Table 5 shows the results from the original hypotheses. Based on the sample tests, all the hypotheses are accepted. None of the groups showed a significant preference for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Reject/Accept</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>Students in online programs would have no significant difference in attitude towards computers than books.</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>Students in hybrid programs would have no significant difference in attitude towards computers than books.</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>Students in face-to-face programs would have no significant difference in attitude towards books than computers.</td>
<td>Accept</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Hypotheses Result

### CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

Overall, attitudes to books and computers were not significantly different. This finding is encouraging given the use of computers in educational program today, since it suggests students from a variety of backgrounds and enrolled in various types of educational programs are equally favorable towards computers as books and is consistent with the results Kolikant (2009) found among k-12 students, specifically that no current *strong* bond has been made between younger students and technology as a better educational tool than books. However there are slight indications that computers may be edging books in the 2009 college data. But this data analysis is by no means complete. Preliminary analysis of the detailed data shows that students in general rated computers more positively than books for the following four question pairs:

- The book/computer is an educational tool.
- The book/computer is an effective learning tool.
- The world would be better off without books/computers.
- Using books/computers broadens your horizons.
Further, when business program students are compared with non business program students, there is a significant difference in the means for computer attitudes and book attitudes regardless of learning environment and/or year. Preliminary results also suggest that younger students in 2009 rated computers more positively than books overall, and even more so for the above four question pairs. Also, as time spent on the computer for activities other than school increases, the more positive the score becomes for computers than books. Thus, further analysis needs to be done by age, gender, ethnicity, frequency of use of computer, comfort level and if the student is enrolled part-time or full time. And lastly, no distinction was made between traditional/physical books versus electronic books in this study. Gregory (2008) found that 66% of the students in her survey preferred e-books to regular books. Is the e-book considered a computer learning tool? This is yet another venue that needs to be investigated to strengthen the understanding of the data.
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